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Abstract
This paper analyse three historiographic perspectives concerning the Portuguese 

participation in the First World War: the classical perspective, based on the external 
dimension and with two strands (e.g. the defence of  colonial possessions and the strate-
gic differentiation from Spain); a 1990s historiographic perspective focused on the 
domestic political situation; and a recent approach, that interlocks the external and inter-
nal political dimensions.

Introduction
After the First World War (FWW), the first historiographic studies on the country’s 

participation in the war argued that it was the result of  external causes, namely: threats to 
Portugal’s territorial sovereignty (e.g. its colonial possessions) and to its status as an inde-
pendent nation-state. This traditional view underestimated Portuguese political parties’ 
domestic motivations regarding the country’s war entrance.

In late 1990s, a new perspective was put forward (i.e. the “primacy of  domestic 
politics”), presenting Portuguese belligerence as a consequence of  the Republican Party 
radical options aimed at providing national and international legitimacy to the new 
Republican regime, established in 1910.

More recently the “primacy of  domestic politics perspective” was combined with the 
external political dimension. This perspective argues that radical Republicans didn´t have 
only a domestic agenda, the Portuguese international status was also very fragile and to 
consolidate the Republican regime it was necessary to interlock international and national 
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legitimacy, reinforcing both. Military participation in the FWW was seen as a tool to 
achieve these goals.

The� Classical� View� on� Portuguese� Participation� in� the� First�
World�War:�the�External�Dimension
When the FWW broke out, the Portuguese government sent almost immediately two 

military expeditions to Africa: one to Angola (battalion size) and another to Mozambique 
(also batallion size). Lisbon was afraid of  what might happen to its colonial possessions 
in the midst of  great powers rivalry (in two occasions – 1898 and 1912-1913 – Germany 
and Great-Britain negotiated the possible partition of  the Portuguese colonial posses-
sions). From Portugal’s perspective a war between global powers might represent a men-
ace to the preservation of  its territorial possessions in Africa, if  it decided to stay out of  
the conflict (Afonso, 2008, pp. 34-38).

Four incidents in 1914 were interpreted as a confirmation of  Germany’s ambitions. 
The first happened in Mozambique, in Maziúa (25th August) when a Portuguese frontier 
post was attacked by a German force. The second occurred on 19th October at the fron-
tier between Angola and Germany’s West African, when a small military force was inter-
cepted and killed by Portuguese forces (mainly due to miscommunication). As a conse-
quence, on 31st October a German force attacked the Cuangar frontier post, killing 
several soldiers of  the Portuguese garrison. The fourth was the battle of  Naulila in 
Angola (18th December) ending with the defeat of  Portuguese military forces. Thus, 
Portuguese entrance in war can be explained as a defensive reaction to Germany’s expan-
sive territorial ambitions. The defence of  colonial possessions in Africa was now defined 
as a national and patriotic endeavour.

For several years there was a national consensus around this interpretation. But 
according to the other two historiographical perspectives, this view dissimulated the real 
reasons behind Portuguese intentions (Teixeira, 1996, pp. 29-31).

In the 1980s another subtle interpretation was put forward, based on the assumption 
that “small countries are like sponges” under the concept of  “exogenous state” (Estado 
exógeno): where a vulnerable state can be influenced by strong international dynamics and 
great power competition (Moreira, 2013, pp. 197-198). 

For many centuries there was a natural geostrategic differentiation between Spain 
and Portugal, with Spain aligning with France and Portugal with Great Britain. But with 
the creation of  the “Entente Cordiale”, the traditional rivalry between France and Great-
Britain disappeared and Spain started an approximation process to the “Entente” (the 
Cartagena declarations in 1907). As a consequence, Portugal’s strategic relevance to 
Great-Britain declined considerably, as seen by Portuguese diplomatic and political 
authorities. To become an effective member of  the “Entente Cordiale”, supporting the 
allied war effort was the tool available to Portugal to differentiate himself  from a neutral 
Spain. This purpose was also convened as a national endeavour (Gómez, 1980, pp. 
97-103). The defence of  colonial possessions and the strategic differentiation from Spain 
were external political objectives with international impact. 
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These explanations were supported by the narrative that was written, still in wartime, 
by Portuguese politicians and intellectuals like Teixeira de Pascoaes (1916, p. 109). 

What was common to both explanations was the national character of  the endeav-
our and the clear distinction between what was internal and external policy and politics. 
Both objectives – colonial or Iberian – were related to the international environment sur-
rounding Portugal. The urgency of  defending its colonial possessions in Africa was natu-
ral, due to the rivalry between the Germany and Great Britain or the relations between 
Spain and the “Entente”. 

In spite of  this national endeavour, Portuguese military participation in the FWW 
was plagued with enormous challenges, some of  them never overcome, and the Portu-
guese Expeditionary Forces suffered painful defeats against German forces in the Euro-
pean theatre (Arrifes, 2004; Marques, 2008). These defeats were mainly attributed to 
Portuguese political instability, which was a consequence of  factional political struggles, 
government incompetence and corruption. As a result, it inhibited a correct political and 
military administration of  the war effort. This was the common and generally accepted 
explanation during the “Estado Novo” (Nogueira, 2000, pp. 234-244). 

Two�New�Historiographic�Perspectives�on�Portuguese�
Participation�in�the�First�World�War�
Currently, Portuguese historians agreed that the country’s political instability con- 

tributed to the military difficulties suffered during the FWW. But more than political 
factions and corruption, they see political instability as a consequence of  social and eco-
nomic transformations that produced a regime crisis which started in late nineteen cen-
tury (Rosas, 2003, pp. 11-82). 

The second historiographic perspective sees Portuguese belligerence as an element 
to legitimate the Republic and its radical republican policies. An affirmative participation 
in the war effort would strength the political sector defending Portuguese belligerence. 
The Portuguese Republican Party, known as “democrat” believed that it could achieve a 
privileged political position through a Portuguese military contribution, thus fortifying its 
legitimacy both internally and externally. But Portuguese belligerence in the FFW was not 
consensual: some political sectors and parties were against it. Portugal was a society 
politically fragmented, but it was the “primacy of  internal politics”, as labelled by Pedro 
Aires Oliveira (2011, p. 185) that propelled Portugal to war, in spite of  the inexistence of  
a national consensus (Teixeira, 1996).

The country had a regime change in 1910: an eight hundred years old monarchy was 
replaced by the republic. This political change was not consensual. The Portuguese 
Republican Party and its associated organizations made a violent and armed subversive 
action to overthrown the monarchy and the new regime born from the revolution was a 
revolutionary one. They wanted to change the Portuguese society, modernizing it, trans-
forming a rural and very conservative and catholic nation in a secular and patriotic one. 
But not all the republicans shared the same view on how to materialize this profound 
transformation. Some sectors wanted to modernize the nation by slowly transforming it, 
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through education and social and economic development. Others preferred a quick revo-
lutionary process, guaranteeing simultaneously its political hegemony. 

They started it by trying to control the Church and secularizing the country through 
the publication of  “separation laws” (i.e. separating the State from the Church). The 
“separations laws” produced an intense political conflict with the Catholics and the Vati-
can, exploited by the monarchists which were actively opposing the new Republican 
regime. As a result, the Portuguese domestic politics became more conflictual and radi-
calized (Duarte, 2015, pp. 79-85). 

When war broke out, the process of  political radicalization was intensifying and two 
opposing political sides emerged. The political battlefield was divided between “warmon-
gers” – “guerristas” – and “anti-warmongers” – “antiguerristas”: in general, the “warmon-
gers” were radical republicans; the “anti-warmongers” were moderate republicans, Catho- 
lics and monarchists, and some members of  small socialist and anarchists’ movements 
(Telo, 2014, p. 11). To radical republicans, war was seen as an opportunity to be closer to 
the “Entente Cordiale” and gain international legitimacy among “liberal” and “democratic” 
nations, assuring the full international recognition of  the Portuguese Republic. This rec-
ognition would thus legitimate radical republicans’ domestic political supremacy. 

It is important to note that two of  the most important states that influenced Portu-
gal’s international position and were part or closer to the “Entente Cordiale” had few sym-
pathies for the radical Republican regime: Great Britain and Spain1. To the opposition, 
belligerence was a danger, precisely because of  the potential positive effects to the radical 
Republican regime, and it must be fought accordingly. Their arguments were based on 
the poverty of  country and its limited military capabilities. In sum, belligerence intensi-
fied the domestic political conflict (Teixeira, 1996; Telo, 2014; Duarte, 2015).

This polarization was also felt within the armed forces. With the establishment of  
the Republic, the Portuguese army was divided between republican “young Turks” offi-
cers and a majority of  conservatives and monarchists officers. Indiscipline grassed in the 
army due to the infiltration of  civilian radical republican elements in the country garri-
sons, with the support of  sergeants and soldiers and officers labelled as anti-republicans 
or political conservatives (Telo and Sousa, 2016, pp. 23-35). The navy was republican in 
its majority and more adept of  a participation in the war. Indeed, from 1911 to 1913, 
there was some debate about the acquisition of  a dreadnought battleship fleet, to  
compensate the navy for its support to the establishment of  the Republic (Telo, 1999,  
pp. 232-237). 

The mere possibility of  the army participation in war intensified its opposition to 
radical republicans. 

The conservative sector of  the army tried to stop the mobilization in early 1915. 
Numerous army officers took part in a demonstration where they gave their swords  

1 It is important to note that two of  the most important states that influenced Portugal international posi-
tion and were part or closer to the “Entente Cordiale” had few sympathies for the radical Republican regime 
(e.g. Great-Britain provided asylum to the last Portuguese King, D. Manuel II). On British viewing of  
Portugal after the proclamation of  the Portuguese Republic, see for example, Telo (2010, pp. 269-273).
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to the President of  the Republic as an act of  protest. The President, Manuel de Arriaga, 
called an old friend, General Pimenta de Castro, and invited him to form a govern- 
ment capable of  creating the proper conditions for free elections and with the sole 
purpose of  assuring the defeat of  the Republican Portuguese Party. But a “revolution-
ary coup” by radical republicans on 14th May 1915, supported by the navy, took down 
the government. The armed forces were heavily divided by now and the elections 
ended up giving the Republican Portuguese Party a complete majority (Telo and Sousa, 
2016, pp. 63-77).

Simultaneously, on the external front, an intense diplomatic effort was conducted by 
key radical elements of  the Portuguese Foreign Policy establishment aimed at gathering 
the support of  France and Great Britain. 

Portugal’s entrance into FWW was finally obtained with Germany’s declaration of  
war on 9th March 1916, following the seizure of  German merchant ships harboured in 
several Portuguese ports, which was induced by France. It was a simple diplomatic 
manoeuvre: France asked Portugal the seizure of  the “Triple Alliance” ships harboured 
in its ports. Great Britain had to follow suit in due respect by its alliance with Portugal. 
Paris was also the main inductor to creation of  the Portuguese military expeditionary 
force, simply by saying to London that it will be very useful to count with several thou-
sand Portuguese soldiers in French soil (Meneses, 2015, pp. 137-190; Telo and de Sousa, 
2016, pp. 81-125). 

It was a marriage made in heaven. By manipulating French interests and British 
needs, the Republican radicals assured the diplomatic and strategic conditions not only to 
entering the war but also to project a sizable military force to France.

However the army was unprepared. Troops were not properly trained, officers were 
not up to date with modern military technology and tactics, poor logistics (Portugal was 
yet a fragile economy and society, feudal and rural), and moral problems due to some 
defeats in Africa (e.g. in Mozambique2) reinforced military opposition to war. 

During Portuguese military participation in the FWW several armed clashes occurred 
(mainly in Lisbon, but also in other parts of  the country), as different political factions 
tried to solve under its own terms and force the political crisis. Instead of  reinforcing the 
national cohesion, the participation in the FFW produced the opposite: a strong political 
division and generalized social violence (Duarte, 2015, pp. 93-97).

On 5th December 1917, the last pro-war government fell, after three days of  fighting 
in Lisbon’s centre under a military “coup” led by a moderate republican military officer 
(Major Sidónio Pais, a former Portuguese ambassador in Berlin, who tried later to  
create a new republican regime but without success)3 with the endorsement of  moderate 
republicans, Catholics, monarchists, socialists and anarchists. But the divisions among 

2 In September 1916, Portugal tried and failed to invade the German colony of  Tanganyika, which bordered 
north of  Mozambique. Portuguese troops had to withdraw from Tanganyika in November 1916 (Marques, 
2013, pp. 100-160).

3 He was murdered a few days after the end of  the FWW, on 14th December 1918. The peculiar alliance that 
supported its regime didn’t survive war’s end and his death.
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anti-radical republicans and a last attempt to reestablish the monarchical regime, led to a 
renovated small civil war in February 1919 followed by the restoration of  the “old new 
Republic”, now with more moderated republicans (Samara, 2004).

The third and more recent historiographic perspective argues that there is a new 
explanation to Portuguese participation in the FWW. Portugal had global interests with 
colonial possessions spreading from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean (East Timor 
and Macau), which were the target, at least in two occasions, of  Great Britain and Ger-
many’s territorial expansionism (they didn’t reached an agreement to divide between 
themselves the Portuguese possessions in Africa). 

To avoid that another great power’s bilateral agreement might come into place, revo-
lution and radicalization should be considered as the keywords to understand Portugal’s 
positioning and diplomatic maneuvering during the conflict: political radicalization  
was the end result of  domestic political extremism and external policy dynamics, each 
influencing and distorting the other (Telo and de Sousa, 2016). 

Conclusion�
After the First World War, Portuguese historiography opted to see the country’s 

participation in the conflict as a national endeavour, where Portugal ended up on the 
victorious side. The classical explanation was the defence of  Portuguese colonial posses-
sions and around this a national narrative was produced. Only later the “Spanish shadow” 
explanation was added. 

However, Portugal was not a strong state at the beginning of  the 20th century. It was 
ridden by a profound crisis and intense political conflict, which degenerated occasio- 
nally in armed clashes between rival political groups. This fact was disregarded by the 
classical perspective. The two recent historiographic approaches take this dimension into 
proper account. The first one, focused on the primacy of  the political strategies of  radi-
cal republicans. 

The second, argues that the politics leading to the Portuguese military participation 
were not a national endeavour, but an internal and politically motivated issue. It was 
driven by republican radicals who saw the military intervention in France as a tool to 
legitimate the Republican regime both internal and externally, and within it, the added 
value of  radical republican policies. 

This idea reflects small powers’ reality. They are porous and vulnerable to great  
powers’ rivalry, but it also provides them with opportunities to manipulate the external 
dynamics according to their self-interests: this was what the radical republicans attempted 
to do. 
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